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Build your custom online experience

Global Knowledge Platform features:
• IMD videos and articles as well as content from over a 100 business sources from across the globe

• Advanced search capabilities with multiple filters to refine searches

• Drag-and-drop widgets enabling users to customize their landing page

• The ability to bookmark relevant contentDear user,

Welcome to your new Global Knowledge Platform. Since the previous version, we’ve

made significant upgrades and added the following new features:

• A colorful landing page displaying the featured content-of-the-month

• Personal recommendations on the landing page, based on your user behavior and

preferences and updated on a regular basis

• The ability to receive personal recommendation via email, at your chosen frequency

• A special section for Bookmarks in your navigation pane, so that you can come back  

to your favorite content at any time

• A brand new messaging capability, enabling you to exchange with other Global  

Knowledge Platform users

• The embedded capability to share content via internal messaging

• A visually enhanced user experience overall

• More intuitive navigation and heightened functionality

So without further ado, take the tour now to explore these features in more detail!

Welcome to a powerful, personalized experience with the new  
IMD Global Knowledge Platform.



Creating MyIMD account

• Go on www.imd.org and click on the upper right 
corner icon

http://www.imd.org/


Creating MyIMD account

• Click on «create an account» and fill out all of the fields using your
professional credentials and your professional email address.

• Click on «Create my account»

• Confirm your email address

via a link in your email



Accessing the Global Knowledge Platform via MyIMD



Accessing the Global Knowledge Platform via MyIMD
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Your new landing page

Scroll down the landing page to discover your Personal Recommendations. These are regularly refreshed and based on your usage profile  

and behavior.



Your Dashboard

icon in the left hand side vertical menu pane to bring up your dashboard. Add widgets by clicking on theClick on the Dashboard  

orange box :



Your Dashboard

In the pop up which appears, under Latest Content you can add Latest Articles, Latest Videos, Latest Podcasts and IMD Videos.



Your Dashboard

Once a widget is added, it will automatically appear on your dashboard menu. Click on the orange box to continue to add more widgets.



Your Dashboard

Add the Recommendations widget to see content referred by you or other Global Knowledge Platform users:

Recommendations will then feature on your dashboard:



Your Dashboard

In the Widget pop-up, scroll down to My Apps to select more widgets such as My Bookmarks, My Searches and My Category/Topic. Select  

My Category/Topic to add a specific topic of interest:



Your Dashboard

Once My Category/Topic has been selected, you will see the widget below appear on your dashboard:

In this drop-
down, select
your topic of
interest (ex:
Social Media)

In this drop-down, specify the
format for your results: article,
video, IMD content or other

You can here choose the  
number of results you want to  

appear (max of 15)

When you are done with your
selection, click here



Your Dashboard

Your topic now appears in your dashboard along with other Widgets. You can then select the content item in the list which is of interest to  

you. The widget will be regularly updated with recent content.

To add more topics to your dashboard, repeat the process of adding the My Category/Topic Widget by clicking on the orange box.



Topic Search

Click on the Topic Search icon in the left hand side vertical menu pane to bring up the Topic Search. First, choose your Category:



Topic Search

Next, to refine your search, choose your Topic:



Topic Search

Finally, select your Formats and click on ‘Get your Results’:



Topic Search

Results will now appear based on your Search criteria. Click on ‘Bookmark’ to bookmark content you wish to store or revisit at a later date:

Click here to Bookmark your  
content



Topic Search

In the pop-up which appears, select the Bookmark folder you wish to store your content into, or create a new folder. Then click on the ‘Yes,  

Bookmark it!’ button to save.



Keyword Search

The keyword search will return results in the same way as the Topic Search. Simply enter your search keyword(s) into the Search bar  

at the top and press Enter (or click on the Search button):

Results will appear here



Refining your Searches

Whether you’re searching by keyword, or by Topic Search, you can further refine your searches by clicking on the grey funnel icon adjacent  

to the main vertical menu:



Refining your Searches

Once the funnel icon is clicked, a Search Results menu will expand sideways. To narrow down your selection, you can tick one or several  

boxes for the media formats or categories which you are interested in (Note: you will need to re-click on the funnel icon in order to tick more  

than one box and refine your search further):

Narrow down your selection by  
ticking one or several of these  

boxes



IMD ‘Wheel’ Search

As with the previous version of the platform, from your landing page you can access IMD content organized according to the Global Leaders  

competencies, by clicking on the colorful ‘wheel’ icon:



IMD ‘Wheel’ Search

Select your competency in the left hand side menu to pull up results below the wheel:

Select your  
competency  

here

Scroll down  
for Videos  

and Articles  
results



Viewing your Content

Whether you are pulling up content via the IMD ‘wheel’, the Topic Search or the keyword search, in order to view any piece of content, simply  

click on its title:



Viewing your Content

The content will start playing if a video, or pop up if an article. On the top right hand side corner of the frame, you will also see a menu of  

icons enabling you to take various actions:

Recommend to recommend the content to other platform  
users (will appear in the ‘Recommendations’ widget on your  
dashboard)

Bookmark to bookmark the content

Share to share the content via internal messaging, or social  
networks (if enabled for this type of content)

Open to open the content in a different browser window



Your Bookmarks

Click on the Bookmarks icon in the left hand side vertical menu pane to bring up your Bookmarks:



Your Messages

Click on the Messages icon in the left hand side vertical menu pane to discover our new Messaging feature. Under Options, click on

‘Create a New Message’ to send a message to a person, a group or to the public pool of platform users.



Your Messages

Under Recipients, Type the first or last name of the person you intend to message, and a drop-down list of registered users will pop up.  

Anyone having chosen to be visible to private messaging (from their profile – see next section) will appear on this list.



Your Messages

When you receive a message via private messaging, you automatically receive an email at the email address which you registered in your  

profile*, with a notification.

You will then be able to view this message by going back to the Messages section next time you visit the platform.

You can also post a message to a particular group by selecting the ‘Group Message’ tab. Creating a Public Message will send this message  

to the whole IMD Global Knowledge Platform community

*see ‘Your Profile’ section in next pages



Your Profile

Click on the Profile icon in the left hand side vertical menu pane to bring up your user profile:



Your Profile

On the right under Account Settings, you can choose to receive personal recommendations via email:

Keep this box ticked if  
you wish to receive  

personal  
recommendations via  
email, or untick it if  

not
Click on the drop-
down to select the  
frequency at which  
you would like to  

receive these  
recommendation  
emails (weekly or  

monthly)



Your Profile

We hope you’ve enjoyed the tour, and wish you happy surfing of the new Global Knowledge Platform!

Under Privacy Settings, decide if you want to be visible, or not, for private messaging. The default is set to not, therefore please make sure  

to tick the box if you do want to be messaged by users within the platform.
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